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SightSpace Pro Brings Mobile Augmented and Virtual Reality to 3D Software 

 

Supports All Major 3D Software Formats 

 

BOULDER, CO – January 20, 2016 – Limitless Computing® Inc., the award-winning leading provider of 3D 

mobile Augmented Reality (AR), today announced SightSpace® Pro, a cloud-based and mobile solution 

that makes it possible to view 3D digital models and designs in the form of real-life buildings using 

Augmented Reality technology.  

 

The new SightSpace Pro works seamlessly with the most popular modeling and design file formats 

including Autodesk .DWG and .DXF, Trimble SketchUp (.SKP), Collada (.DAE), .DGN, .KMZ, .KML, and 

more.  SightSpace turns Apple and Android smartphones and tablets into a powerful machine that 

blends virtual designs with the real world.  When combined with Google Cardboard, SightSpace yields 

an easy, affordable, and immersive Virtual Reality experience.  Share designs securely using a 

SightSpace Share Code, annotate photos, bookmark favorite views, take photos, and more.   

 

“The new SightSpace Pro allows users to show clients what their digital models and designs will look 

like in the real world,” commented Dr. Errin T. Weller, president, Limitless Computing Inc.    

“It has become much easier to communicate your vision and win more business with this powerful 

tool.” 

 

Availability 

Signups for SightSpace Pro are available now by creating an account on http://SightSpace.Pro and 

downloading the app for a 14-day free trial of all features including unlimited cloud storage for 3D 

models. The price thereafter is $20/month (billed annually). SightSpace Pro supports Apple and Android 

phones and tablets and is available in English, French, Spanish, Chinese (Simplified), German, 

Japanese, and Korean. 

 

Previous SightSpace versions are no longer available as standalone products.  Current users of 

SightSpace 3D or paid users of SightSpace Free-D will receive 3 months free.  All preceding SightSpace 

Pro accounts are still valid.   

 



Enterprise, volume and educational institution users are encouraged to contact Limitless Computing for 

discount prices for the unlimited cloud storage service and companion mobile app for viewing 3D 

models.   

 

For more on SightSpace Pro, visit http://SightSpace.Pro  

 

About Limitless Computing 

Boulder, CO-based Limitless Computing Inc. is an award-winning mobile company specializing in 

Augmented Reality. With over 250,000 users of SightSpace® mobile Augmented Reality, Limitless 

Computing has brought real-time visualization to the AEC industry and 3D modeling software. 

(www.LimitlessComputing.com) 
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